NEA Assails Reagan's Policies
On Education Budget Cutting

Craig A. Martin

The Reagan administration's proposed budget cuts in education programs would have serious effects on the University of Missouri and "change the course of our university," gymnasium chairman James E. Black said.

"The proposed federal education cuts would remove billions from our programs," said Black.

"The funds are not going to come from the state. I really believe that these funds will never be replaced," he said.

UMSL will be affected even more because it is a state school, and, therefore, relies less on non-state revenues.

The effects of these cuts could be felt as soon as 1987, according to Black.

In the new budget, President Reagan is asking for just under $2 billion in domestic program cuts that affect education directly or indirectly—while adding about $12 billion to military spending.

The $3 billion increase on defense is down from last year.

The administration suggests reducing the federal education budget to $5.5 billion in fiscal 1987. This is $2.2 billion less than the original 1986 education appropriation.

In UM, the federal government provided $995 million in aid in fiscal 1986.

SA Debate Ends In Vote Of Approval

Craig A. Martin

The Missouri Public Interest Research Group, has cleared another hurdle in its attempt to appeal in court the recent $1.6 billion in aid to education.

"The appeal was rejected last summer because the people didn't do it. But this time we would do it. We had hoped for a worthwhile battle but the administration wouldn't go for it," said Barnes.

Earlier this fall, the task force charged with the new proposal to appear in the state legislature began working again.

The proposal is an effort to provide a non-profit group that does research and lobbying for the state on education issues.

The new plan calls for a man­ dataire fee to be used for the Public Interest Activities Fund.

"The people are going to win this time," said Barnes. "We don't care if the state says no. We're going to appeal to the state legislature."

The request to appeal has come at the same time the state legislature is considering a $2 billion education budget. The new proposal is expected to add another year to the education issue.
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GRSU Has Right To Exist, Receive College Funds

The controversy has been with us since last November when the Gay and Lesbian Student Union formalized itself as a student organization. The GLSU fought for the right to exist, and many students have come to recognize that the students who are gay and lesbian on campus are not just a group of misfits, but a group of students who have the same rights as others.
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In Hawaii Toll Free

"If I had known what the Gay Rights Movement was about, I would have told my mother about it."
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Students Should Cover Up Internal Affairs

In a statement sent out by UM St Louis police chief William Karabash last week, a point was made that his department has been proud of the fact that it was able to clean up its own house.

Karabash was referring to the fact that the UM St Louis Police Department had a charge of rape, according to former UM St Louis police officer James Arthur Piccini, which was not investigated or dealt with by the university police department.

The proposal will go before the Board of Student Affairs in the next month and then to the students in the April election.

That's right, the students will get a say in whether the proposal gets passed or not.

Undoubtedly, people will have an interest in the issue, and it is up to them to vote on whether or not to pass it.
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Many children begin skipping school at early grade levels and first grade because their parents are not able to afford food. By the time they reach the second grade, they are far behind their classmates. The free and reduced lunch programs are essential so that rescue schools can receive the educational assistance in the form of grants and to enable them to provide assistance and counseling services to students who need them the most. It is important because it is where our society begins to separate itself and it can be of great importance in order to motivate them to take the necessary steps. The diversion program not only works with the juvenile but also the family as a whole, because many times the children’s behavior is a symptom of larger problems. According to Parsons-Miller, it is easy to move away from home because they are often forced to. Homelessness alone can help mothers learn how to take care of their children but it can also cause unnecessary costs in areas of alcohol and other problems in which children are not familiar. The need for assistance should be considered. The federal government’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) provides training, technical assistance, and research to help states and communities develop effective strategies to prevent and control delinquency and the spread of violence. The OJJDP provides resources for states and communities to develop comprehensive strategies to prevent and control delinquency. The program is designed to help children and youth who are at risk of becoming delinquent and to provide services to those who have already engaged in delinquent behavior. The federal government’s Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) provides training, technical assistance, and research to help states and communities develop effective strategies to prevent and control delinquency and the spread of violence. Those children who are not referred to out-of-home services for any reason which includes an “official” disposition of “Kings高三” may get a hearing and may be follow-up services. NEA President Futrell notes that the administration’s budget proposal also calls for $33 million in cuts which could help reduce the size of the education budget. The administration’s proposal to convert the existing federal temporary education program (Chapter 1) to a voucher program is nothing more than a tool to direct funding to particular school districts, says NEA. President Futrell. "States are going to have to figure out how to make up federal funds for education at the same time they are trying to devise ways to help students," said NEA President Futrell. "But the greatest number of students affected by Wednesday is the day that the amount of federal funds cut if the proposal were to pass. Some companies have cut back on their programs, but it is often necessary in cases of abuse or other problems to use the same thing the same time the students vote on in last fall's election." Ne With the administration’s efforts to move federal education dollars spent, many children begin skipping school. They hope for a reduced recidivism rate among this group of kids. One federal dollar has shrunk 30% since the Reagan administration took office in 1981. Many of the elderly directly affected by these changes are the very same who had to spend a significant amount of time in a school setting. Many elementary grades began to be constructed and just want enough to check over kids’ work. The tax service is also available for those in need and they may call at any of the appointments in Milwaukee, Smith and many people use the service because they are afraid of the IRS. "The people are afraid to ask for a service because they are afraid of the IRS," the theme was said. The program started Feb. 10 and will continue for nine weeks. For more information on center locations, call 605-521-7503.

The program is in communication with the people in the event "many," they said. Smith added the students feel that many of the very few people that use the center just want a second chance. Many of the elderly directly affected by these changes are the very same who had to spend a significant amount of time in a school setting. Many elementary grades began to be constructed and just want enough to check over kids’ work. The tax service is also available for those in need and they may call at any of the appointments in Milwaukee, Smith and many people use the service because they are afraid of the IRS. "The people are afraid to ask for a service because they are afraid of the IRS," the theme was said. The program started Feb. 10 and will continue for nine weeks. For more information on center locations, call 605-521-7503.
The UMSL School of Optometry will present an Open House and Discussion Wednesday, May 11, from 6 to 8 p.m., in Room 5010 Aulls Building. Diane Murray, of the DePaul Good Health Foundation, will be guest speaker. For more information, call 553-5700.

The UMSL Continuing Education-Extension will offer a workshop on "Building Self-Esteem in Adults" from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the St. Louis County Library headquarters, 1640 S. Lindbergh. This workshop will focus on perceptions of self-development and obstacles that block self-esteem. The registration fee is $55. For more information, call 553-5001.

The UMSL Wellness Network will present an "AIDS" from 10 to 11 a.m. in Room 2148 Mark Twain Building. The presenters will be the DePaul Good Health Foundation staff. For more information, call 553-5700.

The Newman House is holding a "Communications Day" from noon to 2 p.m. at the St. Louis County Library headquarters, 1640 S. Lindbergh. The day will focus on the essentials of skills that are used in "Ally Language" and will have the chance to put those skills into practice in a positive environment. For more information, call 553-5001.
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**Indian Support Group Formed**

**Linda Wendling**

A biology student who hopes to join the Yellowstone Park Service in May, is looking for other UMSL students who want to preserve said Yellowstone and is getting a kick out of the scene.

**Martin Luther King, Jr., was coming for UMSL to talk about the Pecker War.**

She attended the lecture and talked to one of the attorneys who had talked to the National Park Service.

Then the next day.

**When the attorney went near the courthouse and told of the case.**
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**In explaining the situation.**

The U.S. government wants to build a new road through the area.

...and the rest of the story can be found in the next issue of the newsletter.
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The Elderly’s Needs Explained

10 playing fields

...-----------~----------------------------------------------------------------,

Ridiculously in poor health relative - someone many and not fully understand these known objects features.

be firmly attached decreased light.

Soon these people need a daily 'All Working eras.

And students Can Win Saturday, $200, $30.0

Workers Also Needed Day of Walkathon

All proceeds go to help improve Student Broadcast Lab.

For more information call Virginia at 553-5968.

This ad provided by KWMU Student Staff

University of Missouri — St. Louis

Photography Series

SERENE: The active picture titled "Heal Thy" by photographer Dani Donnegan, shows the artlessness and acceptance of a women growing older. She enjoys the wintry view from a warm interior.

ATTENTION!

UMSL Organizations, Students, Faculty and Staff

Win exciting prizes and money by participating in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch and KWMU 90.7 FM WALK FOR RADIO walkathon which will be held at 2 p.m. Sunday, May 4, 1986 at UMSL.

Organizations Can Win $200, $300 or $500!

Individual Students Can Win Exciting Prizes!

ACT NOW!

Sponsor sheets and envelopes Soon available at KWMU, 105 Lucas Hall.

New 2 locations — 10 playing fields Belleville Illinois and Desoto Missouri Call 206-6044 for details

RIDE SHARING Car Pools Public Transportation

EXPERIENCE WACKY WARRIORS PAINT BALL MANIA!

UMSL Special thru June 15, 1986 $52 per person with UMSL D.O.

Indian
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"The Elder’s Needs Explained"

The Elder’s Needs Explained

[Neder's note The following information was supplied by Maria Magrane, director of the new ElderCare Center on the Forest Park, and written by Betty Faehner. Pictures are edited.

The needs of the elderly is a problem. Although many are wealthy and healthy, many are not and they are responsible for the care of an elderly parent or relative — sometimes in poor health circumstances These people need a form of helping their own care, especially for families of function, problems and tragedies of the elderly need to be encouraged: Incidence of hypertension, Many people need friends, perhaps to help them through the fullest.

older person needs to be treated with the greatest respect, regardless of his disabilities.

Elderly may have difficulty "reading" high-pitched tones, ing high-pitched tones, speaking slowly and facing frostbite more easily.

Older people need a special diet. Heavy eating is especially distinguishing blue.

"The Elder’s Needs Explained"

Mike Lucza

Even before she started kid-

dergarten, Molly Ringwald was in her element. At the early age of four years, Ringwald said the her father, Jim Ringwald, in his Great Pacific Jazz Band, and audiences loved her.

And at the young age of 17, Molly Ringwald is also a star of "Pretty in Pink." In "Pretty in Pink," Ringwald stars with John Hughes. In "working on St. Louis," Ringwald is still loved by audiences, and her performances on "Pretty in Pink," Ringwald said she enjoys working with Hughes. In "Pretty in Pink," Ringwald said she is always emphasized with the way Hughes works. "He acted in a way that allows me to understand what he who is going to be talking to the audience, 

Ringwald said that she first saw the script "Pretty in Pink," when she was working on the filming of "St. Louis." John had been working on it for two years, and when he asked me if I was interested in starting it, I said yes," Ringwald said. Ringwald said she has enjoyed working with Hughes. In working on "St. Louis," Ringwald said she is always emphasized with the way Hughes works. "He acted in a way that allows me to understand what he who is going to be talking to the audience, 

Ringwald said that she first saw the script "Pretty in Pink," when she was working on the filming of "St. Louis," and Hughes said he was going to be talking to the audience, 

"I feel like I'm moving on with my career and trying something else. I'm really ready for new challenges," Ringwald said.

The Elder's Needs Explained

Nutrition, also should be care-

fully watched. Nutrition food is essential, and it should be desired because of the higher incidence of hypertension. Many elderly high blood pressure is because of a decreased sense of appetite.

Independence and socialization need to be encouraged alive an older adult to make his own decisions and use his remaining faculties to the fullest. An elderly person needs friends, perhaps to replace a false sense or close relationships.

An older person needs to be treated with the greatest respect, regardless of his disabilities.

In women, especially, the binodal patterns from the bones, can result in osteoporosis, fractures of the bones. This tendency can be counteracted by providing a diet that is high in calcium, supplements and appropriate exercise.

Weatheter conditions affect our older patients harder than the younger. Rain, fog, snow, especially in colder weather, is a danger that must be considered.
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Last week the department of photography and the history of photography, in cooperation with the University of Texas at Austin, sponsored a symposium on "The History of the Photograph." The symposium took place in various locations and featured discussions on the history of photography, with a particular focus on early photography and its role in scientific and artistic endeavors.

The symposium was attended by a diverse group of scholars, including those from the University of Texas at Austin, the University of Chicago, and other institutions. The presentations included discussions on the early days of photography, the role of photography in art and science, and the impact of photography on society.

The event also included a reception and an exhibition of early photographs, which allowed attendees to see some of the most significant works in the history of photography.

Overall, the symposium provided a valuable opportunity for scholars to share their knowledge and to learn from each other. It was a success, and the organizers plan to hold similar events in the future.
The most successful regular season for a Mike Larson-led Riverwomen was a second-place finish with a 10-3 mark and the overall 12-3 mark. The Riverwomen were the overall champions of the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic Conference in 1986.

"I want to have a good season this year," said Mike Larson. "I'm trying to get the team ready for a great season. If we can get our spirits up, we can have a great season."
Grades In For Rivermen

It was a season Rich Mickelson will look back upon and smile with sweet memories, dismissing only his 100th career loss, his 12th straight loss at Central 151-150 from Feb. 4.

Thursday night UMSL's Virginia Blissett, a 5-8 junior, set the second best assist total for a Riverwomen point guard, averaging 8.7 points per game. Her 12 assists broke the previous record of 12 set by the forward/center received.

Mickelson's seniors this season were Ron Porter, A-plus: The senior guard played the 250th game of his career. Porter is coming back and tied the game with two of his own in the final 1:35.

The second half saw Central go up 10 at the end of the first half. At that point, UMSL's Derick Hicks, D: Hicks didn't play, finishing his senior season with 10 four of his own in the final 1:35.

The Riverwomen have outscored the Jennies have outscored the Missouri Baptist University 33-13.

Central scored 25 points and the Rivermen will look back upon and smile with sweet memories, dismissing only his 100th career loss, his 12th straight loss at Central 151-150 from Feb. 4.

UMSL's Virginia Blissett, a 5-8 junior, set the second best assist total for a Riverwomen point guard, averaging 8.7 points per game.

Jackson King, B-plus: The senior post, had eight rebounds. He also had eight rebounds.

Ron Porter, A-plus: The senior guard played the 250th game of his career. Porter is coming back and tied the game with two of his own in the final 1:35.

The second half saw Central go up 10 at the end of the first half. At that point, UMSL's Derick Hicks, D: Hicks didn't play, finishing his senior season with 10 four of his own in the final 1:35.

The grades are in for the 1984-85 Rivermen, and it seems the Bell curve has taken a downward slope. It wasn't a season Coach Rich Mickelson will look back upon and smile with sweet memories, dismissing only his 100th career loss, his 12th straight loss at Central 151-150 from Feb. 4.

The grades are in for the 1984-85 Rivermen, and it seems the Bell curve has taken a downward slope. It wasn't a season Coach Rich Mickelson will look back upon and smile with sweet memories, dismissing only his 100th career loss, his 12th straight loss at Central 151-150 from Feb. 4.

It was a season of bated aspirations, of lost hopes. It was a year in which the Rivermen were picked to finish among the top four teams in the Mid­Central Intercollegiate Athletic Conference. They finished 6-11-1, seventh.
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